
REMEMBERING

Linda Emrick
December 13, 1962 - June 6, 2009

Tribute from H.W. Wallace Cremation and Burial Centre Staff

H.W. Wallace Cremation and Burial Centre Staff send our condolences to family and friends. Our

thoughts and prayers are with you all.
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Tribute from Susan Canuel nee Macklin

Relation: We went to  Esquimalt High together

I still can,t believe you are gone.I have lots of memories to cherish.Make sure you watch over your

fellow riders from the heavens above.Till we meet again, RIP dear sweet Linda
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Tribute from Pauline and Dino Ribeiro

Relation: Friends

To express our sincere sympathy to you and your family and to let you know we are thinking of you.

Remembering You

Linda your time on earth seemed all too brief because we wanted you in our lives forever. And

although we really miss you, in our hearts we know that you are at peace. Still, countless times

throughout the day we find ourselves remembering you. Although we cannot see you or hear you, we

kow that you are with us. We are thankful for the times we have shared and the priceless memories

too; for those memories are a comfort now when we lovingly Remember You.
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Tribute from Dr. David Meir

Relation: Family physician

So sorry to hear of Linda's tragic death.
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Tribute from Dorothy Parsons

Relation: Michael's Mom

Dearest Linda your smile, laughter and presence will always be with us. Tyler and Jesse words cannot

express the sorrow in my heart for "mom's boys".My dearest Michael my heart weeps for you. You are

of strong character and you will get thru this. All of you have an abundance of friends and family who

are here for you.

Dear Marion, Don, Barry and Stephen I am thinking of you and the Hagel family  with caring thoughts

and deepest sympathy.
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Tribute from Laurie Evans

Relation: Cousin 

Linda, You are & will be forever in my heart!

We are at such a loss over this tragedy that has taken you from our family.  I will miss our hugs & our

laughs that we shared and also our family time which holds the best memories.  You stood up for me

at my first wedding and also fell down too HAHAHAHA! We always laughed at that!  That was a great



moment!  YOU SHINED!!! I will never forget what you meant  to me!

I will Love U always,

your cuz,

Laurie
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Tribute from clayton fraser

Relation: ex  neighbor

So sorry to hear of Linda's tragic death.
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Tribute from Laurie Mead

Relation: friend

you willl always be in our hearts and on our minds although this tragidy has taken you from us far to

soon we who had the pleasure of knowing you have been blesssed  sadly missed ,never forgotten
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Tribute from Dave & Andrea Mountan

Relation: Friends of Mike Parsons

We are very sorry for the loss of your beloved Linda.  Our hearts are with you Mike and all of Linda's

family & friends.
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Tribute from Frank&Sherrie Houston

Relation: friend

Tyler,Jesse and families

We send our deepest sympathy to you all for your tragic loss. We will

always remember Lindas big smile she had for everyone. She always

made us feel welcome when we visited. It is still so very hard to

believe she is not with us. Our thoughts are with you all.
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Tribute from Colleen Kellar (Schauer)

Relation: Childhood Friends

Linda, you will be missed. I still can't believe you're gone. I was hoping to see you this summer on the

island but I guess we'll see each other later.

I will always remember you.

Colleen
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Tribute from Larry Barter & Karen Davidson

Relation: cousin

so sorry for your loss. I had the pleasure of visiting with Linda last year in Penticton. It was at her

brother greg's memorial. It was an occassion that brought family and friends together. Its all about

love.
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Tribute from Al & Donna Bertrand



Relation: friend

To Tyler & Jesse; Our thoughts and prayers go out to you! One of our fondest memories of your mom

is when she used to bring you out golfing at  Yokum Valley Golf
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Tribute from Dee Gallant

Relation: close friends

Linda, I miss you so much. words can not begin to explain how big the hole  in my heart is, since you

were taken.  Your smile and laugh and the warmth of your hugs will forever be in my memories. 

Thank you for all the great times  and all  the wonderful experiences we had over the years.  You

always made me feel special.  I will hold you close in my heart forever.  Ride free my friend.   Love

always, Dee
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Tribute from Tisha Wilkinson & Stan Anderson

Relation: Friends

Our deepest condolences to the family and friends who are all missing Linda. WOW....what an

amazing impact she made on all of us!!!
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